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How you can contact Longo...

Visit our website 
www.elongo.com
for the latest information on

products and services available from Longo...
plus the latest case histories and product literature.

Philadelphia Servicenter
1400 F Adams Rd.
Bensalem, PA 19020
Tel: 215-638-1333
215-638-1366 Fax

1.  Which driver became the youngest ever Formula One World Champion
when he was crowned? a.Felipe Massa  b. Lewis Hamilton  c. Kimi
Raikkonen  d. Sebastial Vettel

2. After Dale Earnhardt was killed in the 2001 many safety innovations were
introduced such as the HANS and Hutchens Devices; What do they do? a.
instantly vent the gasoline out of the tank to prevent a fire inside the car b.
prevent neck injuries by helping to hold the head in place in a frontal impact
c.  help /keep the car from lifting off the ground in an accident  d. fills the car
with soft foam to prevent the drivers' limbs from striking hard surfaces

3.  Player A runs dribbles down the court near the sideline. The referee
blows the whistle and says Player A is out of bounds. Player A looks down
and sees that his shoelace is laying across the out of bounds line, but the
rest of his shoe is in bounds. Is this the right call?  a.Yes  b.No

4.Which player set the record for most points scored in a single NHL game? 
a. Wayne Gretzky  b. Darryl Sittler  c. Stan Mikita  d. Mario Lemieux

5. Before there was a 'Tiger' on the links, there was one on the ice. What
was his real name? a.Fred Williams  b. Dave Taylor  c. Dave Williams
d.Paul Taylor
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To all our customers and friends.
We hope you and your families are
well and ready to enjoy the
holiday season... you definitely
deserve it.

2011
It was a year of twists and turns.
Earthquakes, floods, the earliest
and biggest snowfall since the
Civil War made this an interesting
year. We were still handling flood
damage to a variety of electrical
and mechanical equipment late
into the fall.  Unfortunately, these
emergency repairs may have an
impact on many budgets for 2012.
Talking to our customers we know
that there was already a backlog of
repairs, some of which will now be
pushed further back in time.

All in all 2011 was a very good

year, with sales growth continuing
at a healthy rate. We plan on
making significant reinvestments
in equipment in early 2012. We
will be installing a second solar
panel project on our Linden
Servicenter.  We will also increase
our switchgear testing capabilities
with the purchase of a Power
Factor Tool Set and a Transfer
Turns Ratio Tester.  The
switchgear testing and repair
business continues to be one of our
fastest growing markets.

In a recent issue of the Longo
Letter we had an article about
replacing a buss in a 13 story
building. One of our customers
was reading the story and the next
day his main 3.5MW transformer
and switchgear exploded. We got
the call. We work on 100’s of

projects and try to talk about those
we think you might find
interesting and relevant to your
operations. To find out more about
how we responded to this crisis go
to our website www.elongo.com
and hit the link.

2012
We are going into the New Year
with a positive outlook.  A lot of
budgets are stabilizing so not
everything is on an emergency
basis. Postponed outages in 2011
are back on the schedule for 2012. 

While weather and catastrophes
have  kept us busy this year. I hope
that this coming year Mother
Natures gives a break.   Merry
Chistmas Happy Chanukah and a
Happy Healthy New Year to all.

“Tis the 
season...

Before electric Christmas lights, families would use candles to light up
their Christmas trees. Today this sounds like lunacy, but that’s all they
had. In the early 1800’s Edward Johnson, a partner of Edison, made up
a string of red, white and blue lights and wound them around his
Christmas tree. While most folks of the time were awed by the electric
lights, there was an inherent distrust, especially when it came to having
electricity in their homes.  Looking back it could have been one of the
great branding and marketing campaigns of all time. 

At the turn of the last century GE offered pre-assembled strings of
Christmas lights. However they required the services of an electrician
to install them and cost about $2000 in today’s dollars. Actually that is
quite modest compared to some of the neighborhood displays you can
see today,

Right after WWI, Albert Sadacca came up with an economical strand of
colored lights and began selling them in his family store. Mr. Sadacca
formed the National Outfit Manufacturers Association and its
successors basically owned the Christmas lights market until the
1960’s. 

If you were to go back in time 30 or 40 years and look at how people
decorated their houses and trees with lights, you would find that most
people used the small 120-volt incandescent bulbs. Each bulb was a 5-
or 10-watt bulb like the bulb you find in a night light.  Most of these
strings of lights had one maddening feature. If one light went out, they
all did and then the tedious search for the culprit.  Some notes on the
traditional Christmas bulbs.

• They consumed a lot of power. If you have a strand of 50 5-watt bulbs,
the strand consumes 250 watts! Consider that most people need two or
three strands to do a tree and five or 10 strands to do a house and you
are talking about a lot of power!

•Because the bulbs consumed so much power, they generated a lot of
heat. When used indoors, three strands at 250 watts per strand are
generating as much heat as a 750-watt space heater! The heat from the
individual bulbs can also melt things.

•They were expensive. You can now buy a 10-pack of miniature bulbs
for about a dollar this year. The large bulbs might cost five to 10 times
more. And the one advantage of the mini light design is that a bulb
failure has absolutely no impact on the rest of the bulbs. That's because
the present 120-volt bulb system places the bulbs in parallel,

C H R I S T M A S  L I G H T S

In the late thirties a new type of
Christmas light was being

developed. The Bubble Light. Patent
fights among several entities held up
production until the late 1940’s.  The

lights were very popular from the
50’s to the 70’s. Today there are

reiterations of these lights in
different forms, even Halloween

lights.

One of the big innovations in Christmas lights was the blinking lights.
No longer would your tree be simply colorful, it could wink at you as
well. There are two different techniques that are used to create blinking
lights. The original one is crude and the other is sophisticated. The
original method involves the installation of a
special blinker bulb at any position
in the strand. A typical blinker bulb
is shown here:

The extra piece of metal at the top is
a bi-metallic strip. The current runs
from the strip to the post to light the
filament. When the filament gets hot, it causes the strip to bend,
breaking the current and extinguishing the bulb. As the strip cools, it
bends back, reconnects the post and re-lights the filament and the cycle
repeats. Whenever this blinker bulb is not lit, the rest of the strand is not
getting power, so the entire strand blinks in unison. Obviously, these
bulbs don't have a shunt, so when the blinker bulb burns out, the rest of
the strand will not light until the blinker bulb is replaced.

The more sophisticated light sets now come with 16-function
controllers that can run the lights in all sorts of interesting patterns. In
these systems, you typically find a controller box that is driving four
separate strands of mini-bulbs. The four strands are interleaved rather
than being one-after-the-other. If you ever take one of the controller
boxes apart, you will find it is very simple. It contains an integrated
circuit and four transistors or triacs -- one to drive each strand. The
integrated circuit simply turns on a triac to light one of the four strands.
By sequencing the triacs appropriately, you can create all kinds of
effects! 

www.elongo.com
We have been updating
our website, so stop on
by and see what is new
and interesting!

Pretty lights

Just hanging
around

High and dry

Shredded budgets

One ringy-dingy...
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Customer
Follow Up
As part of our customer satisfaction
program we do random out bound
phone follow up. This gives us a
chance to find out what our
customers REALLY think about our
service. The woman who does our
follow up is not just a perky voice,
but a Longo Associate who can sort
through any comments, technical or
otherwise, and be sure they are
passed along to the right
department..the good and the bad.
While we like to hear the positive
comments, the not so positive ones
are probably more important.
Whether it is a miscommunication
or a more serious technical
situation, Longo wants to make it
right. Unfortunately not everyone
reaches out to us, so we reach out
instead.

From Paterson to
Millville, Longo did what
it could to quickly clean,
repair and replace storm
damaged equipment.

Sometimes even before the floods have
receded, we are on site getting a handle
on what we will need to do. Since we
service everything from line to load, the
calls cover the same gamut... motors,
pumps, switchgear and controls.  

Occasionally storms like we had this year
provide our customers with the timing
and impetus to make changes they had
planned on doing, but the timing was
never right. 

A mid-New Jersey municipal pumping
station was hit hard by the floods. While
not quite as devastating as the major
problems suffered in some parts of the
state, it was crucial to get it up and
running quickly. With approximately 4
feet of water inside the station, a lot of
the normal safeguards were just
overwhelmed. Located in a suburban
neighborhood, the extent and power of
the flooding was enough to condemn the
home across the street and an adjacent

One of the key elements in how quickly we can
get a customer back up and running is
information, particularly with older equipment.
We have done the drill many times before...pull it,
get it in the shop, dry it and diagnose the damage.
In order to calculate repair costs or even do the

repair,  we need part information. Parts are
determined by the label data.  Without a label or
tag on the unit we are stuck and have to go back
to the customer for that information.
At this point the ball is in the customer’s court.

home had a quarter of its foundation torn
away.

Underground conduits were flooded out
and several of the electrical panel boxes
were damaged as well. The original plan
was to run new underground conduit and
cable, leaving the damaged conduit in
place and capping it off.  Although the
possibility of another “100 years flood”
was slim it was decided to forget about

Hunting for this information holds up the job.
Publication after publication has article after

article about establishing a database for your
equipment. This should include all the tag data
and make it easy to find. Sometimes these
suggestions, plans and programs may seem a bit
over the top... until you really need that data. It
may seem tedious, but once you have done it, you
have all your information at your fingertips.

Garbage in, garbage out...Nothing in, nothing out.

the underground conduit and raise up the
conduit 10 feet above ground. 

This coincided with future plans to add a
second story to the pumping station.  For
now the work is fine and should be more
than safe. When they actually do add the
second story the conduit, cable and boxes
are all in position, reducing the expense
of redoing them in the future.

In our recent story about the Greenville section of the Jersey City
Port we talked about the pending resurgence of the area. Since
nothing that big happens overnight the need was to keep the one
remaining Gantry barge/ramp unit up and running. 
Three years ago Longo was asked to look at the motor on site. It
was old and worn out, much like the building around it, but it just
kept running. In the mean time we installed upgraded service
and VFD controls. That was accomplished by placing a
completely setup control housing on site.  Before we could begin
the wiring, the 150 hp motor that controls the one remaining
ramp went up in a plume of orange smoke. 

As you can see, we quickly had a replacement motor on site;
however pulling the old one and putting in the new one was a bit
tricky.  The crane, which looks like a bit of overkill, was needed
for the reach not the weight. The rusted structure was not secure
enough to try and lift it up from the tracks directly below. The
corroded corrugated roof was opened up (several spots had been
open for years!) and the crane was able to remove and install the
motor from directly above. Following the installation of the
motor,  new service and cables were installed. The elements of
the project were not unusual, but the site and conditions were
challenging.

When you look at the facility it is hard to understand why anyone
would even bother since it looks like a rusted bombed out hulk
of a building. In fact, sections are from 80 to 100 years old. It was
a different story 80 years ago where this location had  up to 12
rail car barge ramps working. At their peak, the railroads had
3,400 employees operating small fleets totalling 323 car floats,
plus 1,094 other barges, towed by 150 tugboats between New
Jersey and New York City. That roughly translates into the
equivalent of approximately 60,000 trucks at any given time. Of
course, that was in the port’s prime, 20’s, 30’s, 40’s and even into
the 50’s. It would be anyone’s guess how many trucks are on the
roads and bridges today,

This is why there is so much interest and commitment in bringing
back the port activity. It has two advantages. First, it cuts the
number of trucks on the roads and bridges and reduces the
excessive maintenance that amount truck traffic requires.
Secondly, rail transportation is greener in both air quality and
carbon footprint than all those trucks.

Under the ownership of the Port Authority of NY&NJ, the port
and rail function has to compete for funding with a variety of
other tranportation projects.  At one point the railroad
management was up against a formidable competitor: bike lanes
advocates. Aided by figures put together by a midwestern
railroad, the PANY&NJ was able to offer evidence as to how the
barge/railroad expansion can and will reduce the impact of the
trucks on our roads.  

Hanging in there.

Keeping the last ramp 
running is pure 
perseverence...

Above top: Crane needed to remove/install motors.
Right top to bottom: The old burned out motor, the new
motor,  and the articulated lift to move and manage the
cables. The new controls cabinet being installed on a

newly poured slab. Above: The remaining active
ramp(left) and the control house to its right. Motor is
mounted in the long structure above the control area.
The new controls cabinet will replace the old controls

inside the ramp control area.

Each year the budget for your work gets tighter and tighter. Add
to that any hurricane or flood damage and funds can really
shrink. Priorities change to the “squeakiest wheel”
syndrome.  PDM and maintenance? Next year?

We were talking to one of our customers asking about
where his testing and PDM program is. “Well, if it stops
running we swap out for a spare or if no spare, we have to
get it repaired.  Other than that, if a motor glows it still
goes! If it grinds and thumps, it still pumps.”

It’s like electrical mechanical triage. Constantly putting out
fires. If it has been three years since you have had any PDM
you really don’t know what is going on with your
equipment. A new baseline on everything is critical.  It will
probably confirm your worst problems, but it can also find
sleepers, vital  equipment that are ignored since they never
seem to have problems...until now.

From what we have seen there are varying amounts of
discretion in budgets. The trick is how to match projected
repair and maintenance with evolving problems and
situations. This is where a comprehensive PDM can help
you with solid information when it comes to establishing
priorities no matter how many pieces your budget is in.
Contact us for options for providing budget wise PDM
surveys.

How long has it
been since your
budget wasn’t

shredded?

At one point railroads did it all from freight to travel...

LONGO                     RESPONSE

Electrical incidents happen in a flash...
you need help now not in a day or two...

see how Longo helped get a manufacturer
back up and running...fast!

Go to www.elongo.com

When you stop believing in Santa Claus is
when you start getting clothes for
Christmas.
What do you get when you cross an
archer with a gift-wrapper? Ribbon
hood. 

What goes Ho, Ho, Swoosh, Ho, Ho, Swoosh?
Santa  caught in a revolving door. 

What do you call Santa's helpers? Subordinate Clauses. 
What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire? Frostbite 
What do monkeys sing at Christmas? Jungle Bells, Jungle bells! 
Why are Christmas trees like bad knitters? They both drop their needles! 
What do you get if you cross an apple with a Christmas tree? A pineapple! 
What do you give a train driver for Christmas? Platform shoes! 
What did the big candle say to the little candle? I'm going out tonight! 
If athletes get athletes foot, what do astronauts get? Mistletoe! 
A Christmas thought: STRESSED is just DESSERTS spelled backward. 
What kind of pine has the sharpest needles? A porcupine! 
Where did the mistletoe go to become rich and famous? Holly-wood. 
What did Adam say on the day before Christmas? It's Christmas, Eve  
What do you call a letter sent up the chimney on Christmas Eve? Black mail! 
Mum, Can I have a dog for Christmas? You can have turkey like everyone else. 
What happened when Santa's cat swallowed a ball of yarn? She had mittens. 

Holiday
questions!
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